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Life Insurance 
By Eric S. Studley, DDS 

 

In this section, I will discuss the following: 

 

A. Types of Life Insurance 

B. Some common terms used in life insurance policies 

C. Uses of Life Insurance both personally and in your business. 

 

 

A.  TYPES OF LIFE INSURANCE 

 

Basically, there are two types of life insurance, term, which is a set period of time (term) and 

permanent insurance, which can last indefinitely. 

 

1. Term Insurance - a type of life insurance that has a set limit on the longevity of the 

policy.  The insured can be covered up to the age of 70 or 80 years old, depending on the 

company and the state.  The cost of the policy is much less expensive than a permanent 

life insurance plan and the rates can be guaranteed not to increase from anywhere 

between 5 and 30 years.  Also, in regards to cash value or dividends (which I will discuss 

with permanent insurance) a term policy does not have either benefit.  You simply pay a 

certain amount (premium) and the insured is covered for a specific death benefit which is 

received by a beneficiary (person receiving the death benefit). 

 

2. Permanent Insurance is the other type of life insurance, but is permanent, as long as 

you pay the premium.  This type of life insurance does not end like term insurance.  As 

long as you pay your premiums, (cost of insurance) you life insurance stays in force for 

the rest of your life.  Also, as compared to term life insurance, permanent insurance has a 

cash value component, which is a dividend paid by the policy and accrues as the policy 

matures.  This cash value can then be withdrawn by the insured as a loan, and sometimes 

tax free.  There are three different types of permanent life insurance: whole life insurance, 

universal life insurance and variable life insurance. 

 

a. Whole Life Insurance usually a fixed premium for the cost, with one portion 

allocated to the death benefit and the other to building cash value in your policy. 

 

b. Universal Life Insurance usually a more flexible premium and death benefit.  

This type of policy also accrues a cash value, but you have greater flexibility in 

regards to changing the premiums and death benefit. 

 

c. Variable Life Insurance acts very similar to a universal policy, but this type of 

life insurance allows you to choose the various funds you may want to invest your 

cash value in, to meet your investment strategies.  In other words, you can control 

the investment of your money in any of the funds your insurance policy and 

company offer within your policy.  You get an increase in flexibility and a greater 

say in how your money is being invested. 
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The type of life insurance you purchase is dependent on your current and future situations and 

should be discussed with a licensed insurance advisor. 

 

 

B. LIFE INSURANCE TERMINOLOGY 

 

1. Death Benefit – the amount of benefit paid from a life insurance policy to the 

beneficiary 

 

2. Face Value – the amount of life insurance benefit stated in the policy which may vary 

depending on the type of life insurance policy. 

 

3. Cash Value – the amount of money that accrues in a permanent life insurance policy.  

There should be a guaranteed cash value as well as a projection based on current 

assumptions. 

 

4. Dividends – the percent paid to the cash value of a permanent policy – there is a 

guaranteed dividend as well as a current assumption. 

 

5. Surrender Value – the amount of cash value available in a permanent policy should 

you decide to cancel the policy. 

 

6. Premium – the cost of the insurance policy.  Premiums can usually be paid monthly, 

quarterly, semi-annual and annual. 

 

7. Rating – insurance companies are rated by various rating service companies, which I 

listed. 

 

8. Waiver of premium – a rider in a life insurance policy that covers the premium in 

case of a disability.  Each company policies have different definitions of waiver of 

premium. 

 

9. Beneficiary – the person or persons that will receive the proceeds of the life insurance 

policy.  A beneficiary can also be a business, a bank or loan company.  I will discuss this 

in the next section on business uses of life insurance. 

 

10. Rider – additional benefits that can be added to a life insurance policy.  Always ask 

your insurance advisor to illustrate your policies with all riders available. 

 

These are just some of the terms that are present in a life insurance policy.  There are numerous 

companies and they all have some terminology that is specific for their policies. 

 

 

C. USES OF LIFE INSURANCE 

 

In this section I will discuss some of the more common uses of life insurance in both your 

personal and business career.  Throughout your life, your insurance needs will constantly change 

through events such as marriage, births, buying a home and business, as well as other events that 
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may require additional life insurance.   Always consult with your insurance advisor during these 

events to maintain adequate coverage. 

 

1. Personal Life Insurance 

 

A. Family Protection – as a provider, many people are dependent on you for their              

present and future lives.  Life insurance can be used to cover these expenses in regards to 

paying for a mortgage, college education and future income to maintain your family’s 

living standards. 

 

B. Estate Planning – as a dentist, you are in one of the top income earning brackets in 

the country.  Upon your demise, there may be a large estate that your family will inherit 

and may possibly have to pay some form of estate tax on their inheritance.  Life 

insurance can be used to pay these taxes, therefore not reducing the amount of inheritance 

to your beneficiaries. 

 

C. Cash Value – in a permanent life insurance policy, as we previously discussed, a cash   

value accumulates over the years while the policy is in force.  This accumulation of cash 

may be borrowed or withdrawn by the insured or owner of the policy if not the same, on 

a tax free basis up to a certain limit. 

 

2. Business Life Insurance 

 

In regards to your business career, there are many events that will require you to purchase 

life insurance to cover these needs.  Here are just a few. 

 

A. Practice Purchase – when you purchase a practice or do a start-up, you most likely 

will get a loan from a bank or a lender.  Usually, the institution will require that you have 

life insurance (collateral) to cover the entire loan in case of your early demise should the 

loan amount still be due.  I highly recommend that even if this is not required by the loan 

institution, that you still get the adequate coverage. 

 

B. Partnership – when forming a partnership, a buy-sell agreement is drafted by an 

attorney and should be updated annually as the value of the practice increases.  This 

agreement, amongst other things, places a value on the practice to establish the cost to a 

partner to buy their share upon the death of either partner.  The life insurance proceeds 

will go to the deceased heirs and therefore cover the cost to purchase their share of the 

partnership. 

 

C. Key Man Insurance – as the term implies, life insurance can be used to protect 

yourself in the case of an untimely event to a partner, associate, employee or any 

insurable interest.  You may be purchasing or buying into a practice over a certain period 

of time.  The selling dentist has a value to that practice.  Life insurance will cover the loss 

to you if the seller should pass prior to the full succession of the practice. 

 

D. Real Estate – some of you may have the opportunity to purchase the property where 

your practice is located.  If this is the case, life insurance can cover the cost of your 

mortgage.  This will allow your estate to cover its liabilities. 
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Well, hopefully you now have some basic knowledge about life insurance and its uses.  There are 

numerous companies, as well as insurance advisors.  Check the ratings of the companies you 

work with, as well as credentials of your insurance advisor.  It is important to work with an 

advisor that is well versed with the dental professional as all professions have different insurance 

needs. 


